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The weak proton-proton fusion into a deuteron (2H) is the driving reaction in the energy pro-
duction in the Sun, as well as similar main sequence stars. Its reaction rate in the solar interior is
determined only theoretically. Here, we provide a new determination of the rate of this reaction in
solar conditions S11(0), and analyze theoretical and experimental sources for uncertainties, using
effective field theory of quantum chromo-dynamics without explicit pions at next-to-leading order.
We find an enhancement of S11 by 1 − 4% over the previously recommended value. This change
reduces the calculated fluxes of neutrinos originating in 8B and 7Be nuclear reactions in the Sun,
thus favoring higher abundances for metallic photospheric elements, in the tension between different
composition determination, known as the “Solar Composition Problem”.

The evolution of the Sun remains one of the main the-
oretical questions in astrophysics. The properties of the
Sun, due to its proximity to earth, are measured to high
precision using a multitude of elementary messengers.
Combined with the theoretical modeling of solar evolu-
tion, the Sun is considered and used as a laboratory. This
approach has led in the past to the discovery of a finite
neutrino mass, and, consequently, neutrino flavour oscil-
lations, inferred from a deficiency between measured and
expected neutrino fluxes [1, 2].

The energy generated in the Sun originates in an
exothermic set of reactions, the proton-proton (pp) chain,
by fusing four protons into 4He nucleus. In all but
a few per-mils of the reactions, the chain is initiated
by a weak proton-proton (pp)-fusion into a deuteron,
p + p → d + e+ + νe [3]. The solar conditions, whose
extreme temperature is low compared to the needed ki-
netic energy for the protons to overcome the Coulomb
repulsion, make this reaction highly improbable, with a
half-life of about 1 billion years, determining the time
scale of the energy production of the Sun. The impor-
tance of this reaction is also reflected in the high sensi-
tivity of other solar observables, such as neutrino spectra
from 8B and 7Be reactions, to the pp-fusion rate [4].

This slow rate and low characteristic energy also make
a laboratory measurement of the cross-section challeng-
ing, thus currently, it is calculated theoretically. The
aforementioned importance of this reaction for solar mod-
eling entails a need for precise and accurate calculation,
with an uncertainty objective of ≈ 1%. As we detail
hereafter, many theoretical studies were accomplished in
the last decade [5–12], that differ in their uncertainty
estimate, and with a general trend of increasing the pre-
viously accepted value [13], thus creating a challenge in
understanding the consequences on solar observables. In
the current letter, we present a novel calculation of the
proton-proton fusion rate, uniquely developing an ap-
proach whose most important property is the possibility
to robustly and reliably assess the systematic theoretical

uncertainty.

The pp fusion cross-section, σpp =
S11(E)
E exp[−2πη(E)], is separated to a long-range

Coulomb suppression factor (η(E)), and a short-range
nuclear dependent part, astrophysical S-factor (S11(E)),
where E is the kinetic energy of the center of mass of
the interacting protons, dictated by the temperature
of the core 1.5 keV. At these low energies, compared
to nuclear characteristic energies, S11(E) is dominated
by the E = 0 threshold value, i.e., S11(0), which is
conveniently parameterized in the following way [13]:

S11(0) = (4.011± 0.04) · 10−23 MeV · fm2·(
(ft)0+→0+

3071.4sec

)−1 ( gA
1.2695

)2( fRpp
0.144

)(
Λ2
pp

7.035

)
.

(1)

Here, Λ2
pp is the square of the pp-fusion matrix element,

whereas gA is the axial charge of the nucleon, (ft)0+→0+

is the value for superallowed 0+ → 0+ transitions that
has been determined from a comprehensive analysis of
experimental rates corrected for radiative and Coulomb
effects [14]. fRpp is a phase-space factor, that also con-
sider 1.62% increase due to radiative corrections to the
cross-section [15]. The current recommended value of the
axial charge of the nucleon, gA = 1.2756 ± 0.0013 [16],
represents a change in value and increased uncertainty
compared to past extractions, stemming from a current
tension between different neutron half-life measurements
[17, 18].

The main challenge in theoretically determining the S-
factor is evaluating the nuclear matrix element Λ2

pp(0), as
it originates in the non-perturbative character of the fun-
damental theory, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), at
the nuclear regime. This makes a direct calculation non-
trivial, nonetheless estimating the theoretical uncertainty
since the calculation usually includes an uncontrolled ap-
proximation due to a choice of the model used to describe
the nuclear forces and currents.
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The recent comprehensive review of cross-sections of
nuclear reactions relevant to solar evolution, SFII [13],
which is the origin of Eq. 1, has recommended using the
value Λ2

pp(0) = 7.035, with an uncertainty of about 1%,
that was taken from the difference in the results of three
different theoretical approaches. This error estimation
is clearly an uncontrolled approach to error estimates.
The modern approach to nuclear physics treats the nu-
clear interaction as a low energy effective field theory
(EFT) of QCD and lays out a model-independent path
to estimate systematic theoretical uncertainties. EFT
provides a renormalizable and, in principle, a model-
independent theoretical method for describing low energy
reactions in cases where the underlying fundamental the-
ory is non-perturbative. EFT takes advantage of energy
scale separation between typical momentum in the pro-
cess, Q, is small compared to a physical cutoff, Λcut (,
i.e., Q/Λcut � 1), to systematically expand forces and
scattering operators. This scale separation enables the-
oretical uncertainty assessment through the convergence
rate of the expansion.

The typical momentum of a nuclear reaction is deter-
mined by the momentum transfer and the typical mo-
mentum of the nuclei involved. The momentum transfer
during the pp-fusion, Q ∼ few keV, is much smaller than
even the shallowest QCD excitation, namely the pion.
Moreover, the momentum scales in light nuclear reac-
tions, i.e., the nucleon-nucleon singlet scattering length,
as − 23.714 fm, and the typical binding momenta of the
A = 2, 3 nuclei (γtypical =

√
2MNE/A, where MN is the

nucleon mass and E is the binding energy), γd ≈ 45 MeV,
and γ3H, 3He ≈ 70 − 75 MeV, are all significantly lower
than the pion excitation. This means that, in princi-
ple, pion-less EFT (π/EFT ), where all degrees of freedom,
but the nucleons, are integrated out, and their properties
dictate the size of the effective Lagrangian coefficients,
called low-energy constants (LECs), can be used to cal-
culate pp-fusion [19–26]. Such theories can be easily made
renormalizable, but their small applicable energy regime
creates a problem in calibrating the EFT parameters.
Particularly, the strength of interaction between coupled
nucleons and a weak probe, which at next-to-leading-
order (NLO) involves a new low-energy constant, L1,A,
that needs to be calibrated [9, 10, 27]. A recent calcu-
lation by NPLQCD collaboration used Lattice QCD to
directly assess L1,A [11], albeit limited to non-physical
pion mass. They then employed it in a π/EFT calculation
to estimate pp-fusion rate while extrapolating to physical
pion mass. Thus, still plagued with possible unaccounted
for systematic uncertainties, especially considering the
aforementioned precision needs [28–31].

To avoid these challenges of π/EFT , state-of-the-art
calculations [6, 8, 32] use chiral EFT, i.e., a non-
relativistic EFT of nucleons and pions. Chiral EFT
breakdown energy is above the pion excitation; thus, it
is applicable to describe nuclear properties for all bound

nuclei or low-energy reactions. In particular, weak re-
actions involving nuclei of masses as high as A ≈ 100
have been calculated ab-initio [33], with accuracy reach-
ing a few percent, even for these nuclei. However, Chiral
EFT calculations include many parameters, turning the
calibration of its forces and scattering operators into a
complicated statistical problem [8, 34], which is also the
source of the uncertainty estimate. Additionally, since
current formulations are nonrenormalizable, regulariza-
tion and nonrelativistic reduction create inconsistencies
and inherent model dependence, with unknown conse-
quences on the accuracy of predictions. Moreover, chi-
ral EFT calculations still mix between different EFT or-
ders in the two- and three-body forces and the scattering
operator. Finally, these calculations have used a mis-
taken relation between the weak coupling strength and
the three-body force, [35, 36], which is expected to change
the nominal result upwards by about 0.5% [37]. Within
these caveats, and in the context of pp-fusion, both direct
calculations [8, 32] and chiral EFT estimates of L1,A [38]
appeared in the recent literature.

Fig. 1 compares the pp-fusion rate inferred from these
calculations to the recommended value [13]. A general
trend of increase from the recommended value appears.

Motivated by these, we present here a novel approach,
based on π/EFT calculations, to predict the pp-fusion
rate. We first use the 3H β decay rate to calibrate
L1,A for various energy scales. We then use it to cal-
culate the pp-fusion nuclear matrix element. Concomi-
tantly, we use a similar approach for analogue electro-
magnetic reactions [39] to verify and validate the pro-
cedure. Specifically, we calculate the 3H and 3He mag-
netic moments. These are used to calibrate an NLO low-
energy-constant named L1, coupling a pair of nucleons
to a photon and governing the strength of a transition
between spin-singlet and spin-triplet coupled pair of nu-
cleons, similar to the weak L1,A. L1 is then employed to
“post-dict” the np-fusion nuclear matrix element. The
entire procedure is conveniently depicted in Fig. 2. This
prediction method includes several key ingredients cho-
sen to ensure a robust uncertainty estimate. First, we
show that the theory is renormalizable. Second, we use
a systematic order-by-order analysis, show that the per-
turbative, next-to-leading order (NLO) is indeed much
smaller than the leading order (LO), and use this fact to
estimate theoretical uncertainty. Third, the calculation
consists of a small number of parameters, all of which
have a physical interpretation, thus minimizing statisti-
cal uncertainty. Last, we validate and verify the theory,
and its uncertainty estimate, using well-measured ana-
logue transitions.

The calculation uses π/EFT expansion to NLO, consis-
tently in the forces and the scattering operators. The op-
erator similarity between Gamow-Teller transitions and
iso-vector magnetic moments has been used in traditional
nuclear physics. This is due to the fact that both these re-
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𝜒EFT [32] 𝑙1,𝐴 from 

LQCD [11]
𝑙1𝐴 from 
𝜒EFT

calculation 
of 𝜈 𝑑

scattering  
Ref [38]

This work:
𝑙1,𝐴 from 

3H 𝛽 decay

𝜒EFT 𝜋EFT

FIG. 1. Recent S11(0) calculations compared to SFII rec-
ommended value [13]. The gray band is the SFII uncertainty
estimate. χEFT calculation is denoted by the light red back-
ground [32]. π/EFT calculations with different l1,A calibrations have
a green background, Refs. [11, 38] and the current work. We re-
mark that the value plotted as Ref.[38] infers S11(0) from the l1,A
calculated in that reference, combined with Eqs. 1 and 2 from that
letter.

actions include a spin and isospin coupling, which at the
single particle approximation correspond to spin (~σ) and
isospin (~τ) Pauli matrices combination ~στ (a), with the
isospin component being a = 0 for iso-vector magnetic
moment, and a = ±1 for Gamow-Teller β-decays. This
analogy breaks when considering the interaction of the
different probes with higher energy degrees of freedom,
like the pion or delta. The fact that the strong interaction
is almost isospin invariant and that the Coulomb repul-
sion between the protons is a minor effect, strengthens
this analogy, as it entails a proximity between the wave
functions of isobaric analogues. This, in turn, minimizes
the difference between magnetic moments of these ana-
logues and transitions between them, as induced by the
Gamow-Teller operator.

Moreover, in π/EFT , this analogy continues from the
single nucleon level (at LO) to higher orders. In Tab. I
we directly compare the structure of the nuclear non-
conserved currents, i.e., magnetic and weak-axial, up to
NLO. The currents are evidently identical in their struc-
ture, apart from the isoscalar parts in the magnetic cur-
rent, as well as energy scale dependence (renormalization
group behavior). Since scattering operators are derived
from these currents, the operators for iso-vector are iden-
tical to the weak axial operators. This is the reason why
in π/EFT , quantitatively study of the magnetic structure

verifying and validating by 
post-diction of np-fusion

Calibrating 𝐿!

Calibrating 𝐿!,# predicting pp-fusion

3H→3 He + e− +νe

e
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+

FIG. 2. The approach used in this work to predict the
pp-fusion rate. Top panel: Electromagnetic nuclear observables;
Bottom panel: Weak nuclear observables. For both panel: The
single nucleon and three-body observables (Electromagnetic: µ3H
and µ3He which are used to calculate the np → d + γ rate [39];
Weak: 3H β decay) are used to calculate the continuum two-body
fusion. A successful comparison of the calculated np → d + γ to
experiment then validates the weak p+p→ d+e+νe, the pp fusion,
prediction.

of isobaric analogues, and the inherent theoretical uncer-
tainty due to neglected higher orders contributions, can
be used to verify and validate the Gamow-Teller tran-
sitions. The calculations we present in the following are
made feasible by applying recent advancements in π/EFT ,
allowing the evaluation of matrix elements between three-
nucleon states, fully including the Coulomb interaction
between protons, needed to calculate the properties of
3He [40–45]. In a preceding paper, we have used this
to calculate 3H β-decay [46] and in an article accompa-
nying the current letter, we use the theory to calculate
zero momentum transfer electromagnetic observables of
2 and 3 nucleonic states [39]. For both calculations, to
eliminate any artificial effects, we choose to use the same
value (µ = Λ→∞) for both the two-body dimensional
regularization and the three-body cutoff regularization
(see also Ref. [26]).

Furthermore, for A = 3 mass nuclei, the Coulomb in-
teraction between protons in 3He minimally changes the
difference from 3H, the isobaric analogue. This can be
seen by studying the matrix element of the Fermi oper-
ator, i.e., the isospin changing operator (interchanging a
neutron in 3H into a proton in 3He) between these states.
In Fig. 3, the breakdown scale dependence, i.e., the
Renormalization Group behavior, of this matrix element
is shown. Markedly, the wave-functions of the A = 3 iso-
baric analogues are identical, up to 0.1− 0.2% deviation
due to the Coulomb interaction, compared to the zero
momentum transfer electric charge of 3H and 3He, i.e.,
〈3H|τ0|3H〉 = 〈3He|τ0|3He〉 = 1 (see Refs.[40, 46]).

The transition matrix element of pp-fusion (see [9, 10]),
when terms are limited consistently to NLO (without any
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Nuclear non-conserved current two-body contact strength

Electromagnetic Ai = e
2M

{
N† [(κ0 + κ1τ3)σi] N︸ ︷︷ ︸

LO

− 2κ0(~t† × ~t)i︸ ︷︷ ︸
NLO

L′1(µ) = − ρt+ρC√
ρtρC

κ1+
M

π
√
ρtρC

L1 (µ− γd)
(
µ− 1

as

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

l1, RG invariant combinationsnuclear observables −L′1(t†is+ s†ti)︸ ︷︷ ︸
NLO

}
Weak nuclear A±i =

gA
2
N†σiτ

±N︸ ︷︷ ︸
LO

−L′1,A
(
t†is+ s†ti

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

NLO

L′1,A(µ) = − ρt+ρC
2
√
ρCρt

gA+
1

2π
√
ρCρt

L1,A (µ− γd)
(
µ− 1

as

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

l1,A, RG invariant combinations

observables

TABLE I. The similarity between the weak and the electromagnetic currents and low energy constants (LEC’s). Ai(A
±
i )

is the electromagnetic (weak) current up to NLO, which contains one- and two-body parts. For the electromagnetic current, the one-body
LECs are κ0(κ1) the nucleon isoscalar (isovector) magnetic moment. For the weak current, the one-body LEC is gA. For the two-body
current, l1 (l1,A) is an RG invariant combination of the two-body low-energy constant, L1 (L1,A). t(s) is an auxiliary field of two coupled
nucleons to triplet (singlet) spin state [47], ρt(ρC) is the triplet (singlet) effective range and µ is the renormalization scale.

higher order terms), is:

|Λpp(0)| =
√
ZNLOd [eχ −MαaCI(χ)] +

+
√
ZLOd aCγ

2
d

(
ρt + ρC

4
− 1

2

√
ρtρC l1,A

)
≈

≈ 2.655 + 0.6× l1,A ≈ 2.685

(2)

where Zd is the deuteron residue, and I(χ) =∫
dx χe

x
π

arctan(πχx )
(ex−1)(π2χ2+x2) , χ = αM

γd
, and α ≈ 1

137 is the fine-

structure constant[27, 48], ρt(ρC) is the triplet (singlet)
effective range and aC is the pp scattering length. The
final equality is achieved upon taking the central value
l1,A = 0.051 from our NLO calculation of the 3H β-
decay [46]. The uncertainty of this calculation is dis-
cussed in detail hereafter. Similarly, the cross-section of
thermal neutrons (q = 0.0069 MeV/c) capture by protons
n + p → d + γ is related to the nuclear matrix element
σnp ∝ |Y ′np|2. In fact, the only difference in the diagram-
matic representation of the pp- and np-fusion processes is
that the latter does not include Coulomb interaction be-
tween the interacting nucleons at the continuum’s initial
state. The resulting formula up to NLO is indeed very
similar to Eq. 2 [49, 50]:

Y ′np =

(
1− 1

γdas

)
·
√
ZNLO
d − γd

4

[
ρt + ρC +

√
ρtρC

κ1
l1(µ)

]
≈ 1.206 + 0.07× l1 , (3)

where l1 is an RG invariant combination proportional to
L1, the two body iso-vector magnetic LEC [39].

In the electromagnetic sector, the resulting theoreti-
cal matrix element and its uncertainty, as taken from
Ref. [39], are Y ′np = 1.253 ± 0.006 (the origin of the
uncertainty estimate is explained below). This is to
be compared with the experimental value of Y ′expnp =
1.2532± 0.0019 [51]. This shows the predictive strength
of the theory, to a precision and accuracy of 0.5% for this
matrix element.

FIG. 3. The LO and NLO electroweak (EW) observables
calculated in Refs. [39, 40, 46] and this work. Outer graph:
The energy scale dependence (Renormalization group behavior)
of LO observables calculated in Refs. [39, 40, 46], long dashed
line: 3H-3He Fermi transition; short (long) dashed-dotted line: 3H
(3He) magnetic moments. Dotted line: GT transition. Inset: The
NLO contributions to the weak and electromagnetic observables
discussed in the text [39, 40, 46]. solid band: the NLO to LO
contribution.; striped band: the long-range NLO to LO ratio, i.e.,
assuming l1, l1,A = 0.

The validity of the theory is strengthened when study-
ing, in Fig. 3, the energy scale dependence of the A = 3
nuclear matrix elements and showing Renormalization
group invariance, as manifested in the stabilization of the
calculated matrix elements at energy scales of the order
of a few times the pion mass [52]. In π/EFT , the RG be-
havior of two- and three-body systems is very different.
The latter requires the addition, already at leading order
(LO), of a 3-body force counter-term, whose strength is
dependent on the cutoff Λ, H(Λ) [53, 54]. Moreover, the
NLO contributions to the different observables, shown in
the inset of Fig. 3, are small, demonstrating the perturba-
tive nature of the calculation and establishing the order-
by-order ratio as a basis for quantifying uncertainty. It
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is interesting to see that the contribution of l1 is dom-
inant in the NLO contribution, whereas that of l1,A is
quite smaller than the long-range NLO contribution. We
suspect that this is reminiscent of the fact that in chiral
EFT, which captures the more fundamental pion physics,
the electromagnetic two-body current, i.e., the origin of
l1, arises at NLO, while the weak two-body current is
suppressed to higher orders [55].

Estimating theoretical uncertainty as the truncation
error in an EFT expansion has been a main research
topic in recent years, e.g., Refs. [56–58]. Here, we use the
procedure used in Ref. [39], to establish the theoretical
uncertainty of the magnetic structure of A = 2, 3 mass
nuclear systems, using π/EFT at NLO, which is based on
the aforementioned references.

Up to NLO, the π/EFT expansion for anyM1 observable
observables can be written as:

〈M1〉 = 〈M1〉LO
(
1 + α1 · δM1 +O(δ2M1

)
)
. (4)

Here, α1 · δM1
is the ratio of NLO to LO contributions,

δM1
is the expansion parameter of the EFT expansion,

and α1 is the expansion coefficient that, if not suppressed
due to symmetry considerations, should be of order 1.
The truncation error, as in any power-series expansion,
should be O(δ2M1

). Refs. [56, 57] use a Bayesian approach
to quantify its size, using α1, given the size of δM1

. How-
ever, the expansion parameter is also known up to a fac-
tor of the order of 1. Thus, in Ref. [39], we use NLO to
LO ratios of different observables calculated within the
same EFT and, in a Bayesian way, estimate the size of
the expansion parameter and the truncation error simul-
taneously.

As discussed aforementioned, the different magnetic
and weak observables are all described using the same
EFT; thus, we expect them to share expansion prop-
erties. This expansion parameter was estimated in
Ref. [39], studying π/EFT magnetic structure observables.
That study concluded that δmagnetic ≈ 0.05 − 0.1. We
expect the NLO corrections 3H Gamow-Teller strength
and pp fusion to be of the same relative size. In the in-
set of Fig. 3 the relative corrections are plotted. Indeed,
the NLO contributions of the weak contributions follow
the expected expansion trend, and a Grubbs test showed
that none of the NLO corrections could be regarded as
an outlier.

Further using the uncertainty estimate procedure in-
troduced in Ref. [39], we claim that using l1,A extracted
from 3H β decay [46], which results in a 7% NLO correc-
tion to the pp-fusion rate, leads to a theoretical uncer-
tainty of 0.8% (with 70% degree of belief) in the nuclear
matrix element: Λ2

pp(0) = (7.21 ± 0.03gA ± 0.005exp ±
0.11), with uncertainties due to gA (see supplementary
materials), experimental uncertainties in the triton half-
life , and the theoretical uncertainty calculated above,
respectively.

Summarizing, in this letter we have presented a
π/EFT prediction of the pp-fusion rate up to next-to-
leading-order using weak low energy constant L1,A that
is calibrated, for the first time, using a consistent calcula-
tion of the 3H→3 He+e−+ν̄e, β decay. The calculation is
found to be renormalization group invariant, with small
NLO corrections. The calculation is verified and vali-
dated by noticing an analogy between the weak sector
and the magnetic structure of these systems. Through
the use of the magnetic moments of the three body nu-
clei, a low-energy constant L1 is determined, which indi-
cates the strength of the iso-vector interaction between
two coupled nucleons. Hence, a precise and accurate pre-
diction of the radiative thermal neutron capture on a
proton is accomplished. Since this is the electromagnetic
reciprocal reaction to pp weak fusion, this post-diction
and analogy verify the pp fusion calculation. Augmented
with a Bayesian approach to robustly estimate the theo-
retical uncertainty due to truncation error originating in
the EFT expansion, this procedure removes concerns re-
garding systematic errors in the calculation of the nuclear
matrix element.

Finally, our result for the S-factor is,

S11(0) = (4.14±0.01±0.005±0.06)·10−23 MeV fm2. (5)

The quoted uncertainties are due to the different, in ten-
sion, measurements of gA, the axial form factor of the
nucleon [18, 59] (see supplementary materials), experi-
mental uncertainties in the 3H decay, and the theoretical
uncertainty. When used in solar simulations and stud-
ies, this number should be additionally corrected to in-
clude higher order electromagnetic effects, that are esti-
mated at a 0.84% [8, 32], changing the central value to
S11
corr(0) = 4.11 MeV fm2. The current work continues

the upward trend from the recent review of solar cross
sections [13]. The S-factor we find is consistent, albeit
larger, with recent state-of-the-art chiral EFT calcula-
tions [8, 32, 38], as well as PhysRevLett.119.062002 QCD
calculation of L1,A [11].

Our result for the S-factor represents an increase of
1− 4% over the former accepted proton-proton S-factor.
The dominant role pp fusion has in solar evolution entails
that this creates a substantial effect on solar observables.
For example, using the logarithmic sensitivities calcu-
lated in Ref. [4], one finds that such an increase induces
a reduction in the expected neutrino fluxes originating in
8B (7Be) weak reactions in the Sun by 3−11% (1−4%) re-
spectively. Substantial changes are expected in the future
measurement of neutrinos from CNO cycle weak reac-
tions. In particular, with regards to the puzzling tension
between different determinations of solar photospheric el-
emental composition, i.e., the “Solar Composition Prob-
lem”, [60–63], the increased value of the proton-proton
fusion, and the consequent inferred neutrino fluxes, rep-
resent a better agreement with Ref. [62], and a worse
agreement to the analysis Ref. [63].
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The extension of the current work to higher orders in
π/EFT is of importance to additionally confirm the un-
certainty estimate. Previous studies of pp-fusion have
reached N4LO [9], but their accuracy has been limited
by the need to calibrate low-energy constants, e.g., l1,A.
Their result is indeed within the uncertainties of the cur-
rent work. However, a theoretical approach using three
body reactions to fix these LECs, thus increasing the cal-
culation’s accuracy, is still missing at orders higher than
NLO. The challenge is mainly due to the need to include
additional three-body forces and currents. This, as well
as a systematic study of the effect of the calculated S-
factor on Solar observables, is postponed to future work.

We thank S. König for sharing and benchmarking nu-
clear wave functions, and L. Platter, J. Vanasse, and J.
Kirscher for very helpful discussions. Research was sup-
ported by the ISRAEL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (grant
No. 1446/16).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Impact of the gA uncertainty on S11(0)

As mention above, our source for l1,A calibration is the
3H β decay. In [46] we calculated the 3H β decay up yo
NLO using the 〈‖GT 〉 weak transition matrix element.
Up to NLO, the 〈‖GT‖〉 weak transition of 3H β decay
matrix element is written as:

〈‖GT‖〉 = 〈‖GT‖〉LO+NLO = (S-1)

〈‖GT‖〉LO + 〈‖GT‖〉NLO
l1,A=0 + l1,A × 〈‖GT‖〉NLO

l1,A

where〈‖GT‖〉NLO
l1,A

are the two-body diagrams that con-

tribute to the 3H β decay and are coupled to l1,A, while
〈‖GT‖〉NLO

l1,A=0 is the sum over all the NLO diagrams that

contribute to the 3H β decay without the diagrams cou-
pled to l1,A. In Ref [46] we found that the numerical
value of 〈‖GT‖〉 is (for the Z-parametrization):

〈‖GT‖〉 = 〈‖GT‖〉LO+NLO = (S-2)

√
3

0.979︸ ︷︷ ︸
LO

− 0.057︸ ︷︷ ︸
NLO, l1,A=0

+l1,A × 0.6︸︷︷︸
NLO, l1,A


Comparing Eq. S-2 to 〈‖GT‖〉 empirical number,
〈‖GT‖〉emp =

√
3 1.213±0.002

gA
, one find that:

l1,A =
1.213± 0.002− 0.921× gA

0.6× gA
(S-3)

which is a function of gA.
In the last decay, there were many estimations for gA,

and all of them are consistently higher than gA = 1.2695,
the value indicated in Ref. [13, 16]. Hence we can write
gA as: gA = 1.2695(1 + ε), such that eq. S-3 becomes (up
to ε2):

l1,A = 0.0575− 1.59ε+ 1.59ε2 , (S-4)

and, as a results, eq. 2 becomes:

Λpp(0) ≈ 2.655+0.6×l1,A = 2.6895−0.95ε+0.95ε2 (S-5)

However, for S11(0) (eq. 1, we have an extra term,
g2A

1.2695.2 , which add an additional dependence on gA.
Hence, by combining eq. 1 and S-5, one can write S11(0)
as a function of ε as:

S11(0) = 4.088× (1 + 1.29ε+ 0.42ε2) MeV fm2 , (S-6)

i.e., for any given calculation, the 0.48% increase in gA
from 1.2695 to 1.2756 [16] results in a 0.62% increase
in S11(0). brig The numerical calculation for l1,A and

FIG. S.1. The numerical calculation for l1,A and S11.
Solid line: l1,A; Dotted line: S11(0). The horizontal vertical
dashed lines denote the values of l1,A and S11(0) for gA =
1.2695 (left) and gA = 1.2756 (right).

S11 are showing in Fig. S.1, where the solid line is the
numerical results for l1,A and the dotted line is numerical
results for S11(0). The horizontal-vertical dashed lines
denote the values of l1,A and S11(0) for gA = 1.2695
(left) and gA = 1.2756 (right).
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